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San Ignacio Lagoon Trip Itinerary 

 

DAY 1 

 
 

 Shuttle to Airport departs hotel at 6:30 am 

 Charter Flight departs for Lagoon at 8am 

 Lunch at Camp after check in 12:30 – 1pm 

 Afternoon Whale Watch 2pm – 5pm 

 Dinner at 7pm 

DAY 2 

 

 Breakfast at 8am 

 Morning or afternoon Whale Watch  

 Lunch at 1pm 

 Visit mangroves, salt flats, or villages 

 Dinner at 7pm 

DAY 3 

 

 Breakfast at 8am 

 Morning or afternoon Whale Watch  

 Lunch at 1pm 

 Visit mangrove, salt flats or villages 

 Dinner at 7pm  

DAY 4 

 

 Breakfast at 8am 

 Morning Whale Watch 8:30am 

 Lunch at 11:30am 

 Depart camp at 12:00pm for airport 

 Charter Flight departs Lagoon at 1:00 - 1:30pm 

 Arrive San Diego at 4:00 – 4:30pm 
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San Ignacio Lagoon Campsite Information 

 
DOCUMENTATION 

 
Mexican law requires a valid passport when entering Mexico so please ensure you have yours 
on your person the day of departure. To obtain a passport, please check with your local post 
office for a passport application. Passports may also be obtained by your local County 
Clerk/Records office. 
 
Minors traveling with one parent or a guardian MUST have a notarized letter of consent from the 
other/both parents to take the minor out of the country.  It is your responsibility to have all 
necessary documents for your trip.   

 

DINING & ACCOMMODATIONS 
 
Dining is a key element and the source of many positive comments from guests.  Authentic 
Mexican gourmet meals are prepared from fresh ingredients, and whenever possible, harvested 
seafood from the waters around the camp by fishing and diving.  Servings are generous and 
well balanced. A sit-down dining area, comfortable chairs, library, well stocked bar and lanterns 
round out the atmosphere in the comfortable dining palapa. If you are a vegetarian, vegan, or 
have special diet considerations, please notify us in advance of your visit. 
 
Cabanas: The desert safari style camp consists of 20 spacious, rigid framed thatched roofed 
cabanas which have been constructed of wood.  Each offers a spectacular view of the lagoon 
and provides for spacious accommodations and 7’6” headroom. Your bed is a firm platform 
mattress elevated from the floor and comes with a freshly washed sleeping bag, insert sheet, 
and pillow.  
 
Bathrooms & Showers: Because the camp is located in a federally protected biosphere, it is 
heavily regulated with regards to any form of permanent construction, piping, septic systems, 
etc. Therefore Kuyima has constructed 3 state-of-the-art large, comfortable, well-ventilated 
bathroom outhouses, along with a compost style outhouse and two small washbasins located 
just outside outhouses.  The shower house is of similar construction. The hot water is generated 
utilizing solar energy and we urge you to please help to conserve water reserves for yourself 
and other guests—as hot water is very limited. 
 
Power/Electricity/Telephones: There is 110 electric power in the central dining palapa only  
so, if you need to charge your camera batteries, or any other battery operated device, you can 
do so here. Power is supplied through a small wind generator and solar panels which are used 
only for powering a few small lights and recharging batteries.  As for telephone service—sorry 
no phones in the lagoon. The only form of communication is by radio.  
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WHAT TO PACK 
 
For safety and F.A.A. legal gross weight limits, pack light.  You are limited to one 18”X12”X12” 
soft sided bag weighing 25 lbs. for all personal items except light camera gear.   
 
___ two pairs shorts 
___ windbreaker-water proof or water resistant    
___ 3 tee shirts 
___ 2 sets long-sleeved shirt (sweatshirt) & long pants    
___ heavy sweater or jacket 
___ sweat pants 
___ sunglasses w/strap 
___ small towel & wash cloth   
___ one pair tennis / hiking shoes     
___ one pair strap sandals and/or water boots 
___ 3 pair of socks   
___ shade hat  
___ sunscreen & lip protection 
___ small flashlight or headlight w/batteries 
 
___toiletry kit - toothbrush, toothpaste, razor, biodegradable shampoo/soap (we suggest “Sea 
Suds” a liquid product), moisturizing cream – all in small tubes   
 
Optional Items: binoculars, journal, sketchbook, paperback book, small day-pack or fanny-pack 
for hikes, camera, film, batteries. Remember, there is no convenience store at the lagoon so 
bring what you need.  
 

SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS 
 
A hat and sunscreen (at least SPF 15) are highly recommended. Any medications or 
prescriptions that you may need during your stay should be brought along as well.  Always have 
a buffer of an extra day or two for these items. 
 

DON’T LET YOUR TRIP BE RUINED 
 
Our insurance requires that an “Acknowledgment of Risk/Release of Liability” form be signed by 
each participant.  Safety is of the utmost concern on our trips.  However, due to the nature of 
our activities, a condition of your participation is that you must sign this form and return it to our 
office before the trip begins. Also, we highly recommend that you purchase trip insurance 
for your trip. 
 

A WORD OF WARNING 
 
Mexico and U.S. Customs have very strict and harsh laws regarding possession of any illegal 
drugs.  For your own peace of mind, do not put your vacation in jeopardy by bringing anything 
that is not in its original prescription bottle or packaging -- with your name on the package/label. 
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QUESTIONS & ANSWERS 
 
Can we pet the whales?  Yes, if a friendly whale approaches your panga (boat) you may 
pet/touch the whale.  Take great care not to touch the eye, fins, or the tail of the whale. 
Please keep in mind that we are dealing with nature and wild animals, therefore we cannot 

guarantee the chance to touch one of the whales. Please remember… this is not Sea World, 

the whales are not Shamu and the show is not necessarily at 10am!!  Keep a flexible attitude 

with an open mind and spirit and you will be rewarded with the wildlife encounter of a lifetime! 

   
How much time do we spend with the whales?  Typically with weather permitting we make 
one trip each day on the lagoon to see the whales.  We spend approximately two hours each 
trip in the whale observation area.  We are not able to exceed this time limit per biosphere 
restrictions. 
   
Can we swim/dive in the lagoon?  No, the lagoon is highly regulated during the winter calving 
months.  Only those with special permits from Semarnap located in Mexico City can dive in the 
lagoon.  You may however wade or swim in the cold waters at camp if you desire. 
 
What other sights are there to see? 

 
Bird Watching -- Laguna San Ignacio is a sanctuary not only to the gray whales 
but numerous species of birds as well.  Here you will find hundreds of species of 
birds that have come to winter in the warm, rich, protected waters of San Ignacio 
Lagoon.  
 
Mangrove Estuary -- Located near the whale observation area are the many 
mangrove estuaries.  This area is full of wildlife.  Take a relaxing stroll around the 
calm peaceful waters and view the multitude of wildlife or just relax next to the 
water enjoying a serene picnic. 
 

Salt Flats – Located along the edge of the mountains, the naturally formed salt 
flats are beautiful to see and interesting to explore. You will think for a moment 
that you have been transported to a winter paradise in the middle of the desert. 
This is a must see.  

 
Beach Combing – The lagoon is full of beach combing opportunities.  You can 
wander shell strewn beaches for hours or hike over to the ruins of the old whaling 
ships that once inhabited this tranquil lagoon.  
 

What about the drinking water ? Do you provide sodas and alcohol ? 
All of the drinking water is filtered and safe to drink.  It comes in freshly sealed containers.  
There are also sodas, beers and some liquor --- and of course --- margaritas.  Your trip is all-
inclusive and there is no charge for sodas, wine, or beverages of any kind --- with the exception 
of imported or call liquors for which there is a modest charge. 
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Currency? You do not need to exchange to Mexican pesos as the camp gladly takes US 
dollars. We recommend that you bring some small denominations - 5,10s, & 20s for visas, 
airport fees, gifts, and souvenirs and we recommend you bring 100 dollar bills for tips.  
 
What about the guides?  All of the boat captains are local fisherman who live and work in San 
Ignacio year round.  The guides are all graduates of a naturalist training program (RARE) and 
they speak English and have a vast knowledge of the local flora and fauna of the lagoon.  The 
boat drivers and guides will help educate while ensuring safe viewing with minimal disturbance 
to the whales. 
 
What about the weather? You will experience typical desert weather in the lagoon.  Expect 
warm days and cold nights.  Temperatures during the day can range from 70-80 f and 45-55 f in 
the evenings.  It is typically windy with the winds blowing in from the ocean during the day and 
blowing from the desert and mountains at night. The winds and rain can come at any time in the 
high desert.  Participants must be prepared to accept alterations to the itinerary based on the 
weather conditions.  We do everything in our power to maximize the time spent with the whales.  
However, it is sometimes necessary to make adjustments to the schedule based on weather 
conditions.  
 
Also, because of the winds, it can get wet and cold when traveling in the pangas to the whale 
watching area. It is highly recommended that you layer clothing: a tee-shirt, long sleeve shirt or 
sweat shirt, and water proof jacket over long pants, wading boots or strap sandals, and don’t 
forget your hat, sunglasses, and SPF 15 or higher sunscreen. It is also recommended that you 
bring a small dry bag to protect anything that should not get wet.  
 
Should I tip the guides or crew?  Yes, if you feel the guides, boat drivers, and members of the 
staff have been instrumental in increasing the enjoyment of your trip, we highly suggest that you 
show your appreciation with a gratuity or tip. We suggest 6-10% of your total trip price and you 
will give that to Jeff and he will distribute all the tips equally among all the camp staff, guides, 
and panga drivers. 
 
What if I have to cancel my trip? Due to the fact that our tours are based on pre-paid 
contracted transportation and charter services for small groups of individuals and are extremely 
difficult to fill on short notice, the following cancellation charges apply to all cancellations 
received in writing from the date they are received. These charges are based on the total price 
of the trip. 

 

 25% fee for cancellation within 180 days of departure. 
 

 50% fee for cancellation within 90 days of departure. 
 

 100% fee for cancellation within 60 days of departure unless we cancel the trip.  
 

 If we cancel the trip, we will first try to accommodate you on another trip. If we cannot 
accommodate you, we will refund your money. These charges do not apply if the individual 
needing to cancel can find another person to take his or her place on the trip they are 
confirmed on.  

 
 
 

THANKS AND WE LOOK FORWARD TO SEEING YOU SOON! 
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The Whaleman Foundation 
Liability Release 

 

 
The Whaleman Foundation and its officers, directors, agents, and employees shall not be 

responsible for any injury to persons or property, or delay or change in itinerary incurred by any 
person or person caused by the acts of negligence of any establishment, firm, person, or entity, 
including, but not limited to airlines, hotels, charters, and transport companies. 

 
The Whaleman Foundation and its officers, directors, agents, and employees assume no 

responsibility or liability for service, transportation, or equipment made available or as to its 
safety, quality or condition, nor the acts of any employee or agent of any establishment, firm, 
person or entity providing such services, facility, service, or equipment provided to participant, 
including but not limited to that resulting directly or indirectly from substitutions of facilities or 
equipment; acts of God, detention, annoyance; weather; delays and expenses arising from 
quarantine, strikes, theft, pilferage, force majeure, failure of any means of conveyance to arrive 
or depart as scheduled, civil disturbances, government restrictions or regulations, 
discrepancies, or change in transit over which it has no control. Reasonable changes in itinerary 
may be made where advisable for the comfort and well-being of the participants. On 
advancement of deposit, the depositor agrees to be bound by the above stated terms and 
conditions. 

 
 
 

____________________________________________________________________________

Printed Name of Participant 
 
 
 

_____________________________________________________________________ 
Signature        Date  

 


